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Executive Summary:
The project on Enhancing Market competitiveness of Horticultural crops from smallholder farmers in
Zanzibar" has branded TAHA's operations in Zanzibar, resulting to legal registration of TAHA as an apex
horticultural organization in Zanzibar TAHA has an operating office in Zanzibar as a result of its
registration during the project implementation. This project was possible through the financial support
from the Finnish Embassy through MTK-AGRICORD and was implemented in collaboration with the
Finnish Garden Women's Association with the aim of strengthening the capacity of small growers to
improve their production in terms of quantity, quality and consistency supply to meet market
requirements.
The project worked in Zanzibar (Unguja) with a total of 170 farmers from three districts: in the West
(three groups - 105 farmers), in North "A" (one group - 35 farmers) and in North "B" (one group - 30
farmers) in the regions of Urban West and North respectively.
The project concentrated in building the capacity of small holder farmers in the two regions to comply
with market requirements. Farmers were trained on Good Agriculture Practices, farming as business,
post-harvest handling, group formation, formalization and strengthening, as well as TAHA's market
information systems. Trainings were both theoretical and practical including establishment of
demonstration plots where farmers were practically introduced to new technologies. The gist of
trainings was to build farmer's production capacities as well as organizational/group strengthening.
Local exchange visits were organized and conducted to give opportunities for farmers to share
experiences.
Hotel suppliers who were working individually were also organized into an association called ZESA; they
also received training and thereafter registered into a formal suppliers association. In order to bring
them close to the farmers, an exchange visit was also organized and conducted where hotel suppliers
visited farmers fields to know exactly how farmers produce. This linkage strengthened business
relationships between producers and buyers.
The project did not only support the registration of both farmer groups and the hotel suppliers
association but also ensured that they were issued formal certificates by the Government of Zanzibar.
The project successfully built the capacities of growers and hotel suppliers and we hope that the two are
now in business together, that is growers are maximizing their productivity and selling their produce
through ZESA. We hope that with this initiative farmers will continue producing and selling their produce
to hotels through ZESA hence continue earning the premium from tourist hotels in Zanzibar and
consequently improve their livelihoods. TAHA's presence in Zanzibar will continue promoting the
horticulture industry and ensure continued support to farmers for the sustainability of their businesses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Zanzibar has been among the world’s largest producers of cloves since the 1850's. With the successful
introduction of other spices such as cumin, ginger, nutmeg, pepper, cinnamon, and cardamom, Zanzibar
became known as the Spice Island. The annual clove sales, which used to be Zanzibar’s main foreign
exchange earner, have reduced by 80% since the 1970's and the government is currently restructuring
the sector. Clove production and trade is the monopoly of the Zanzibar State Trading Corporation (ZSTC)
with main plantations on the island of Pemba. Much of the global crop of cloves is used in Indonesia for
clove cigarettes, but also worldwide in cookies and cakes.
The majority of the one million islanders, about 60% of the population live on the main island, Unguja,
and about 40% live on Pemba. The Zanzibar’s economy still depends much on the agricultural sector,
which employs 70% of the rural population. Food production is the main agricultural activity of the
smallholders. Women typically contribute 60-80% of labor in agricultural production including
horticulture. Major food crops include rice, cassava, sweet potatoes, bananas, plantains and yams. Food
production cannot keep up with demand, which is growing constantly due to urbanization and tourism.
Tourism has become the leading sector in the last 10-20 years. Zanzibar is visited by an estimated one
million tourists per year. Tourist hotels are an end market for horticultural produce from Tanzania
mainland, Kenya and South Africa. It is estimated that 80% of fresh vegetables, 20% of fresh fruits and
40% of herbs and spices are imported to Zanzibar annually from these destinations. While having good
competitive advantage of local demand, smallholders have not been able to develop into commercial
horticultural production. The main constraints are:





Poor organization of producers;
Inadequate supply of seeds as well as inputs, poor research and extension services;
Poor marketing resulting in quality deterioration and huge post-harvest losses;
Inadequate storage, packing technology and processing facilities

The vision of the Zanzibar Government1 into year 2020 is to increase food sufficiency and exploit
opportunities for crops that Zanzibar has comparative advantages. The strategic approach is to gradually
increase the agricultural and horticultural production of rice, cassava, banana, sweet potatoes,
vegetables, selected tropical fruits and spices. The objective is to promote sustainable livelihoods and
enhance food security at household and national levels by supporting a commercial transformation of
the sector.
The project therefore was designed and implemented in a way to address the above declared
constraints hence support the vision of the Zanzibar Government of increasing food sufficiency and
exploiting opportunities for the production of horticultural crops that Zanzibar has comparative
advantages into the year 2020.
1 Zanzibar Agricultural Transformation for Sustainable Development, 2010-2020
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1.1. Project Title:
Enhancing Market competitiveness of Horticultural crops from smallholder farmers in Zanzibar
1.2. Project Objective:
To enhance market competitiveness of horticultural crops from smallholder farmers in Zanzibar
through identifying farmers, offering technical support, market information and linkages to improve
their productivity and ultimately increase their incomes by half of what they are receiving by 2014.
1.3. Project Partners:
o

Tanzania Horticultural Association (TAHA) and

o

Finnish Garden Women’s Association

1.4. Expected Results:
This project envisaged to achieve four key results:
i.

Additional farmer groups/cooperatives registered into TAHA membership .

ii.

Strengthening of horticulture producers and suppliers' organization to improve linkages in the
sector.

iii.

Increased horticultural production and sales to increase producers' income.

iv.

Strengthen TAHA operations in Zanzibar to represent commercial horticulture stakeholders.

1.5. Project Location:
The project was to be implemented in the horticultural potential areas of Unguja - Zanzibar, the
project location and groups which worked with the project were as in the table below:
Table 1: Project locations
COUNTRY

REGION
Urban West

DISTRICTS
West

SHEHIA
Kombeni

GROUPS
Tusidhulumiane

Dimani

Hatuchoki-Taha

Mtoni

Mtoni
Bububu
Chaani Kubwa

Yarabi Tuwezeshe

North "A"

Bububu
Chaani

North "B"

Muanda

Donge Mchangani

Sikufikiria -Taha

Tanzania - Zanzibar
North

WARDS
Dimani

8

Chaani Kubwa

Figure 1: Project areas Zanzibar Unguja North "A" and North "B" districts.
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1.6. Horticultural Crops Promoted:
Different horticultural crops were promoted in different areas; the crops there were promoted were
those reliable and required in the market. Horticultural crops that were mobilized and planted in
demonstration plots included:
o Lettuce (Great lakes)
o Onion (Bombay red)
o Tomato (Tengeru and Rio grande)
o Carrots (Lantes)
o Cucumber (Ashley) and
o Zucchini (Dark green)
1.7. Implementing Partners:
Partners who collaborated very closely with TAHA on the ground during implementation of project
activities included:
o Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources
o

UWAMWIMA

o

Tanzania Agriculture Productivity Program (TAPP)

o

Zanzibar Entrepreneurs and Suppliers Association (ZESA)

1.8. Planned Activities:
The project planned three main activities within the overall intervention as follows:
1. Farmers mobilization and organizational strengthening
2. Farmers trainings
i)

Field demonstration plots

ii) Exchange program
iii) Training and seminars
3. Market Linkages
i)

Market price information and dissemination

ii) Produce collection points
iii) Value chain stakeholders meetings
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2. IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVITIES:
2.1. Project Roll Up:
The project rolled out in June 2012 instead of February/March as it was planned due to preparations for
project take off including planning activities, and organizing funds from the donor (in this case MTKAGRICORD). TAHA received a bank deposit of project funds amounting to Euros Twelve Thousands (€
12,000) on the 28th of May 2012. Therefore the project took off three months later than it was originally
planned.
2.2. Disbursement of funds:
Funds were received from MTK-AGRICORD in two installments as follows:
o

28th May 2012 - Euros Twelve Thousands (€ 12,000).

o

24th October, 2012 - Euros Thirteen Thousand (€ 13,000)
TAHA received a total amount of twenty five thousand Euros (€ 25,000).

2.3. Accomplished Activities:
2.3.1: Stakeholder introduction meetings:
The first activity implemented was a visit to Zanzibar by TAHA's Board Chairman Mr. Colman Ngalo, the
Chief Executive Director, Jacqueline Mkindi and the Programs Officer, Onesmo Kenneth with the
objective of introducing the project in Zanzibar through the following activities:
o

Holding a meeting with the Ministry of Agriculture in order to inform them of TAHA's plans to
establish a TAHA Branch in Zanzibar.

o

Meeting other horticultural private sector players to discuss TAHA's intentions as well as understand
their operations and their willingness to partner with TAHA in promoting horticulture in Zanzibar.

Action points of the meeting that was held between TAHA and two Permanent Secretaries, Ministry of
Agriculture and Natural Resources of Zanzibar were:
i.

TAHA was advised to register itself in Zanzibar as a priority step before initiating its operations in
Zanzibar - as a result of this project, TAHA has registered an office in Zanzibar with the following
physical address:
Office Room Number 108 – Ground Floor,
Zanzibar Road Fund Offices Building,
Kikwajuni Street,
Kikwajuni Urban District - Unguja Island,
ZANZIBAR.

ii.

A retired senior officer of the Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Mr. Kassim Biwi
was recommended and appointed as TAHAs Project Officer.
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2.3.2: Farmers mobilization and organization
Farmers were mobilized and formed into five potential groups of Tusidhulumine, Hatuchoki, Yarabi
Tuwezeshe, Ukweli vitendo and Twende pamoja. Thereafter a platform for networking was organized
where producers were linked with other horticultural stakeholders.
Table 2: Regions and districts of the five groups mobilized
REGION
Urban West

North

DISTRICTS

WARDS
Dimani

West

NUMBER OF
MEMBERS

SHEHIA
Kombeni

GROUPS
Tusidhulumiane

43

Dimani

Hatuchoki

30

Mtoni

Mtoni

Bububu
Chaani

Bububu
Chaani Kubwa

Yarabi Tuwezeshe

32

North "A"

Ukweli Vitendo

35

North "B"

Muanda

Donge Mchangani

Twende Pamoja

30

Formalization of the groups: The five groups were formalized through registration with the relevant
government authority and were issued new certificates by the Ministry of Empowerment – Zanzibar
under the office of the Director of Cooperatives; currently, the groups are recognized and legalized to
carry out businesses. Among the five groups, two groups: Hatuchoki and Twende Pamoja have joined
TAHA as Associate members.
2.3.3: Capacity building of farmers
2.3.3.1 Field demonstration plots
Three demonstration plots were established at Donge Mchangani, Kisakasaka and Chaani Kubwa for the
purpose of practical trainings; the horticultural crops planted in demo-plots were: Lettuce, Onion,
Tomatoes, Carrots, Cucumber and Zucchini.

Figure 3: Weeding zucchini at Donge

Figure 2: Discussion with famers during establishment of
demo plots at Chaani Kubwa
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Figure 4: Cucumber demo plot at Chaani Kubwa

2.3.3.2 Exchange Program
TAHA's Chief Executive Officer and the Technical Officer visited Finland in August 2012 for one week
from 23rd to 29th as an exchange program with the objective to learn from their counterparts and make
use/incorporate the good practices in developing the horticultural sector as well as the Association. The
team learned a number of lessons to strengthen the sector and add value to TAHA's work. The key
lessons learnt were:
o
o
o
o

Investing of excess funds by buying shares or building permanent offices to rent out for income
generation.
Introduction of TAHA Magazine which will inform and update stakeholders of the sector and
also be sold out to generate income for TAHA.
Create promotional materials such as stickers, newspapers, fliers, etc. to promote TAHA and its
activities so as to attract more investors to the sector.
Initiate a TAHA standard unit/department to provide technical skills on issues related to quality
of meeting both local and export market standards – TAHA is planning to establish a Standard
Unit this year as another wing of income.

Figure 5: The FGWA leaders welcoming TAHA's CEO in Finland Rantasipi Hotel - Helsinki
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Figure 6: Delegates receiving briefing from Mr. Timo
Taulavuori at the Helsinki City Market

Figure 7: Delegates visiting one of the super markets at
Helsinki City market

2.3.3.3 Training
Several trainings were organized and conducted to build the capacity of the farmers to produce
horticulture in a more professional way so that they can realize maximum profit. Trainings were
conducted both theoretically in conferences, and practically in the fields. Trainings that were conducted
included: Good Agriculture Practices (GAP), farming as business, post-harvest handling, group formation
and management, pesticide safe use and management and on TAHA's market information system.

2.3.3.3.1 Training on group formation, farming as business and TAHA's MIS
A total of 50 participants including farmers, ward and district extension officers were trained on group
formation and management, farming as business and on TAHA's market information system. 35 farmers
were trained as training of trainers (TOT's) so that they could train their colleague. These trainings
aimed to change attitudes of farmers towards farming as business.

Figure 8: Participants praying before starting training session.
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Figure 9 & 10: Training session on farming as business and TAHA's marketing and information system.

2.3.3.3.2 Training on Cooperative principals and group management:
Logistics of this training was organized by the project coordinator while the Cooperative Officer of the
Ministry of Empowerment of Zanzibar conducted the trainings. The overall objective of the training was
to impart knowledge to group members on cooperative principles in order to strengthen their groups.
The training also imparted knowledge to farmers on regulations and leadership qualities. These training
sessions were conducted on the field next to demonstration plots to attract the participation of many
farmers and for farmers to learn practically.
2.3.3.3.3 On farm training on Good Agriculture Practices (GAPs):
The on-farm training was organized and conducted in two ways: first during establishment, monitoring
and management of demonstration plots and second, through local exchange visits.
o Demonstration plots:
During the on-farm training on demo-plots, farmers were trained on new technologies such as the
establishment of nurseries, proper land preparation, use of hybrid seeds, proper plant spacing,
employing raised beds, plant trellising, integrated pest management (IPM) and creating irrigation
systems as in pictures below.

Figure 11: Land Preparation-raised beds at Chaani
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Figure 12: Proper plant spacing at Chaani

Figure 13: Irrigation: watering plants directly to conserve water at Chaani

o Monitoring progress of demo-plots
Demonstration plots at Donge Mchangani, Kisakasaka and Chaani Kubwa Villages were planted and
monitored for better performance. These plots were used for practical trainings on Good Agricultural
Practices especially new technologies such as establishment of nurseries, use of quality seeds, (hybrid
seeds), use of raised beds, proper spacing, plant trellising, integrated pest management (IPM) and
creating irrigation systems; nevertheless, the management lacked funds to purchase chemicals to
control the diseases and pests to the required standard.

Figure 14: Harvesting of onions at Donge demo-plot
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Figure 15: Demo-plot of okra at Donge

Figure16: Management of cucumber (Left) and Figure 17 (Right) Management of onion at Chaani Demo-plot

The realized production per unit area at the demo-plots was three times of what farmers used to produce
in their farms before the project initiatives.
o Local exchange visits:
The objective of local exchange visits was for farmers to learn from their counterparts through
exchanging their farming experiences. The project coordinator organized these visits which were
appreciated by beneficiaries of the project.

Figure 18: The PO with farmers from Kisakasaka, Kombeni and
Nyamanzi at Chaani demo-plot in one of the local
exchange visits
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Figure 19: Farmers at Donge explaining GAPs of
planting onions to farmers from Mtoni and Bububu

2.3.3.3.4: Post-harvest handling:
Farmers were trained on post-harvest handling so that they could be able to increase productivity by
reducing post-harvest losses, improve product quality and food safety.

Figure 20: Training session on post- harvest handling.

Figure 22: Recommended temporary zero energy storage
chamber

Figure 21: Recommended temporary storage shed house
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2.3.4: Market linkages
2.3.4.1 Market price information and dissemination
During the training on farming as business, farmers were also trained on the TAHA market price
information system. After training, a list of 20 farmers was generated (4 farmers from each group)
and added in the data base of TAHA to receive market prices of key horticultural crops and other
relevant information and then disseminate information to their colleagues.

2.3.4.2 Produce collection points
The Project Officer in collaboration with farmers identified potential areas in Donge Mchangani,
Kisakasaka Bondeni, and Kombeni (Table 3 below) for the construction of collection centers which
shall be used as collection points where farmers will store their produce before they are
transported to markets or sold to buyers. Expected crops to be collected for bulking at these points
were also identified and communicated to buyers.
Table 3: Identified collection centers and crops.

S/No

Geographical site

Identified crops

1.

Donge Mchangani

Watermelon; Sweet pepper; Cucumber and Onion

2

Kisakasaka Bondeni

Egg plant; Tomato; Sweet pepper and Onion

3

Kombeni

Sweet pepper; Tomato; Cucumber and Zucchini

2.3.4.3 Value chain stakeholders meeting
The workshop aimed at addressing the challenges prevailing in the value chains of producers,
suppliers, the government and other stakeholders in the development of the sector hence
improving transparency among the value chain actors. The methodologies adopted during the
meeting ensured that the three key players: the government, farmers and the suppliers had
sufficient time to present their issues, and together agreed on solutions to challenges that
prevailed amongst themselves.
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Figure 23: Mr. Said Mberek, Director of Agriculture from the MANR
officially opening the workshop

Figure 24: Participants listening to the guest of honor

During the workshop, the suppliers association called ZESA was formed, and in order to create
better relationships with farmers who are the producers, a field visit was organized where
members of ZESA visited farms of all farmers of this project as well as the proposed collection
points.

Figure 25: ZESA members visiting pineapple farms at Donge

Figure 26: A farmer at Donge (with cap) welcoming ZESA members
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Figure 28: An okra farm at Chaani

Figure 27: PO welcoming ZESA members at Chaani

2.3.5 Mobilization of spice farmers:
Individual spice farmers were mobilized at Shakani in the west district, as a result the Ufune Spice
Cooperative group of 22 members was formed. The members of Ufune Spice Cooperative own 11 acres
where each member has a small plot ranging between 0.25 to 1.00 acre.
The process of formalizing the group including preparation of the constitution and thereafter
registration is under way. The group has shown enthusiasm and are eager to strengthen their spice
business, however, they need TAHA's support of trainings to build their capacity in the areas of
leadership, entrepreneurship, good agricultural practices for spice production and market linkage.

3. CHALLENGES
Horticultural farmers in Zanzibar have started changing their attitudes towards farming horticultural
crops as business. However, there are impeding challenges which need to be addressed for farmers to
be fully engaged in horticultural businesses; these challenges include:
o

Cultural practices:

i.

Cultural ceremonies: In Zanzibar there are practices of having a series of weddings two months
before the Holy month of Ramadhan. During this season most farmers do not engage in farming as
preparations for these ceremonies consume a lot of time and requires participation of all
community members, thus production is very low and of poor quality.
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ii. Gender issues: Generally, in Zanzibar, very few women engage in serious commercial activities let
alone commercial farming. Women are not really aggressive in work as culturally they are
responsible to look after the family through domestic labor and rearing children. Most of the field
activities are done by men. This has been observed during the project implementation that the
groups which had more women performed worse compared to those which had few or no women
at all.
o

Irrigation: Water for irrigation was a limitation during implementation due to unavailable sources of
water such as rivers, boreholes, and dams to enable irrigation of farms. Nevertheless there were a
few farmers who dug wells to support irrigation but lacked equipment to draw water.

o

Insufficient land for farming: Horticultural production in Zanzibar is seasonal due to the fact that
during rainy seasons most of the farms are planted with grain crops especially paddy and maize.
Most horticultural farmers do not own land rather they hire land which makes the production to be
on and off throughout the year.

o

Delayed payment of produce delivered: Hotels do not pay suppliers upon delivery of produce,
which in turn delays payment of farmers.

o

Inputs subsidies by the government: The Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar provides input
subsidies only for paddy, while other crops including horticulture are left to buy inputs at non
subsidized price which is costly for farmers.

4. CONCLUSION and RECOMMENDATIONS:
4.1 Conclusion
TAHA's operation in Zanzibar, partnerships created with MANR, formalization of farmer groups,
formation of the suppliers association and two farmer groups joining TAHA as members are remarkable
achievements of the project which summarizes the project outputs.
Though the project time was limited and faced the above mentioned challenges, it achieved most of its
activities. The adoption of some agricultural practices was a good sign of changing the farmers' behavior
of growing crops, though this may need more time for most of the farmers to change their practices of
production.
The formation of ZESA and its business relationship with growers, two farmer groups joining TAHA as
associate members indicate that the project has achieved its goals.
During the implementation of activities, the project also built the capacities of the growers in the
following areas:
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o

Good Agricultural Practices - adoption of these practices by some farmers have increased
production per unit area.

o

Field exchange visits - provided exposure and changed mindsets of farmers to better production.

o

Formation of ZESA and linkage with producers improved and created friendly business
environment between suppliers and growers.

o

Farmers mobilization into groups joining TAHA as associate members enabled most of the
farmers to access market information and were linked to markets.

TAHA is confident that the project has achieved its desired results by more than 80%.

4.2 Recommendations:
For better performances in the future, it is recommended that projects are allowed at least two years
for implementation to give time for:
o

All activities to be implemented effectively.

o

Adequate time for follow-up of activities in order to give relevant advice and give room to
correct mistakes.

o

Farmers to replicate knowledge acquired from the project and receive technical advice or
further clarifications in areas that were not clearly understood.

o

Measuring/tracking whether or not envisaged targets/results have been achieved as a result of
the project initiatives.

5. WAY FORWARD
For the project activities to be completed, it is anticipated that:
o

TAHA will continue to educate and encourage horticultural production for income generation and
improved livelihoods. More tailor made trainings will be designed to motivate women to engage
more aggressively in production activities.

o

TAHA will continue to encourage farmers to produce aggressively and generate sufficient incomes
during production seasons before cultural seasons where most natives do not engage in production
activities and during the rainy season when most farms are used to grow paddy and maize.
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o

TAHA will initiate discussions with the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar on input subsidies
policy program to be extended to other agricultural commodities including horticulture which
will reduce the cost of production and increase farmers’ income substantially.

o

TAHA to look for donors who are willing to fund construction of collection centers and to develop
market infrastructures at these points such as building sheds to store produces before they are
taken to the market so as to reduce post harvest losses.

o

Through the office in Zanzibar, TAHA will continue supporting farmers with technical training and
advice, market information and linkage, mobilization of more farmers to engage in horticulture
production.

o

TAHA will continue to formally register and strengthen relationships between producer and supplier
groups to facilitate smooth business environment.

o

TAHA will continue mobilizing producer and supplier groups to join TAHA membership to be able to
access for services.
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